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AF ALGEBRAS WITH DIRECTED SETS OF

FINITE DIMENSIONAL *-SUBALGEBRAS

BY

ALDO J. LAZAR

Abstract. We characterize the uni tal A F algebras whose families of finite dimen-

sional *-subalgebras are directed by inclusion. A representation theorem for the

algebras of this class allows us to classify them up to "-isomorphisms.

Introduction. Hofmann and Thayer remarked in [6] that the family of all finite

dimensional *-subalgebras of the commutative AF algebras or of the C*-algebra

obtained by adjoining a unit to the ideal of compact operators on a separable

Hilbert space is directed by inclusion. They also asked if this property is shared by

all A F algebras.

We shall say that an AF algebra has the directed set property (d.s.p.) if its

collection of finite dimensional *-subalgebras is directed by inclusion. It is not hard

to provide an example of an AF algebra without the d.s.p. We propose to char-

acterize the unital AF algebras with the d.s.p. The characterization which we obtain

is in terms of the topology of the spectrum and the primitive quotients of the

algebra. It turns out actually that the class of AF algebras with the d.s.p. is quite

restricted. In §4 we give a complete set of invariants up to ""-isomorphisms for the

algebras of this class.

Our notation follows [3]. In particular, the space of a representation it is denoted

77„. If 77 is an infinite dimensional Hilbert space we shall denote by LC(77) the ideal

of all compact operators on 77 and by LC(H) the C*-algebra generated by LC(H)

and the identity operator on 77. In addition to that, we shall use the following

notations for a natural number n:

an = 2-[l+[l-4(n+iyr/2},

ßn = (n+iyl,

y^2-{l-[l-4(W+l)T/2)-
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of the Department of Mathematical Sciences of the Montana State University for

the smooth organization and running of the workshop.

1. Examples. In this section we shall present some examples of A F algebras

without the d.s.p. which will be relevant later.

Example 1.1. Let A be the C*-algebra of all sequences of 2 X 2 complex matrices

which converge to a matrix of the form

la     0\
lo   0/

for some complex number a.  It is clearly an AF algebra and if we denote

7> = {/>X=.,<7={<7X=i> where

«=1,2,...,

1,2,...,

so pqp = {p„q„P„}'¡¡>=\ has an infinite spectrum. Thus, the C*-algebra of A generated

by p and q is infinite dimensional which implies that A cannot have the d.s.p.

Example 1.2. Let A be the C*-algebra generated by all the compact operators on

an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space and a projection whose range is

infinitely dimensional and infinitely codimensional. It is easily seen that A is an AF

algebra which has a C*-subalgebra *-isomorphic to the C*-algebra of Example 1.1.

Hence A does not have the d.s.p. Of course, we use here the trivial fact that an AF

subalgebra of an A F algebra with the d.s.p. inherits this property from the larger

algebra.

Example 1.3. Let now A be the UHF algebra of type {2"] in the terminology of

[5], that is, A is the closure of an increasing sequence [An}™=x of factors of type 72„,

all of which contain the unit of A. Choose matrix units {e"j}2j=x for An such that

e*j = elV + e¡+2\j+2" for 1 < i,7 < 2", « = 1,2,.... Consider the following ele-
ments of A :

n—i

xn = 2 k4-,,2<-. + ßk(ek2^-i + 4+-V) + y*e^]
k=l

+Vr-u-i + ßn(e"2«.r-i + e"r-i,r) + Y„4-,2»>

defined for each natural number n. Using the relations

(4-'i,2*-i + 4fy)(eT«+~\,2"<-i + *?■#■) = 0   for k * m,

(4-i,2*-i + 4y*)(e2»-i,2»-. + «2V) = 0   for* < n,

one checks easily that {x„}J¡°=1 is a sequence of projections in A. Now, if m > n, we

have

m-l

^2"— 1.2"— 1 Z   =2*--l,2*-l   ^ e2"'-l,2'"-l

k = n

[I       0\ l"n       ßn\

p"=\o   oh     q"-[ßn   yj'

then p and q are projections in A. We have
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and similar equalities for e^-1,2«. er2"-1 anc* e2\2"- Hence

Xm-X„=    2    [(^k- an)e2^l.2k-l

k = n

+ (ßk - ft,)(4-li2* + e#M +(yk - yH)ekfy]

+ («« - «.)«?—i— +(& - Ä,)(«?--u- + e?-¿--i)

+ (T--y>r-í-

From this we infer that

=   max
n^k^m

ak - «„      At ~ Ä,

0* - &   y* - v«

Consequently, {x„}"=1 is a Cauchy sequence and x = lim„_0Ox„ is a projection in A.

Now,

n-l

e'\,iXne\,\ -   2 «*«2*-U*-l +"««2"-"   1 r-
k=l

,1    „   „Ithus o„ belongs to the spectrum of e\ xxme\ , for w > n. By the upper semicontinuity

of the spectrum it follows that the spectrum of e\ xxe\ , contains the sequence

{an)n°=i- Hence, the C*-subalgebra of A generated by the projections e\x and x is

infinite dimensional.

2. Preliminary results. The following proposition allows us to restrict the discus-

sion to unital C*-algebras.

Proposition 2.1. Let A be an AF algebra with the d.s.p. Then Ä, the C*-algebra

obtained by adjoining a unit to A, is an AF algebra with the d.s.p.

Proof. A = U"=1 An, where {An}™=x is an increasing sequence of finite dimen-

sional *-subalgebras of A and A = U"=, An. Let 77, C be finite dimensional *-subal-

gebras of Ä. By [1, Lemma 2.5], there are unitary elements u and v in Ä such that

77 C u*Anu — u*Anu,       C G v*Anv = v*Anv

for some n. Let 73 be a finite dimensional *-subalgebra of A which contains u*Anu

and v*Anv. Clearly we have 77, C C D.

The next four results prepare the ground for the proof of the characterization

theorem.

Lemma 2.2. Let A be an AF algebra with the d.s.p. and cp a *-homomorphism of A

onto the C*-algebra 77. Then B is an AF algebra with the d.s.p.

Proof. Suppose 77, and 772 are finite dimensional *-subalgebras of 77. By the proof

of [7, Theorem 2.4], there are finite dimensional *-subalgebras Ax, A2 of A such that

<p(Aj) = Bj,j = 1,2. Let C be a finite dimensional *-subalgebra of A which contains

Ax and A2. Obviously <p(C) is a finite dimensional *-subalgebra of B which contains

77, and 772.

Proposition 2.3. An A F algebra with the d.s.p. is postliminal.
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Proof. Let us assume, by contradiction, that the AF algebra A with the d.s.p. is

not postliminal. By [7, Corollary to Theorem 1.1], there is an AF subalgebra B of A

and a quotient map of 77 onto the UHF algebra of Example 1.3. This contradicts the

conclusion of Lemma 2.2.

Now we strengthen considerably the preceding result.

Proposition 2.4. Let A be a unital AF algebra with the d.s.p. and it an irreducible

representation of A. Then either -n is finite dimensional or tt(A) is the C*-algebra

generated by the ideal of all compact operators and the identity operator on H„.

Proof. Suppose 77„ is infinite dimensional. By Proposition 2.3, tt(A) contains

LC(HV). If tt(A) ¥= LC(H„) then tt(A) must contain a projection p with infinite

dimensional range and infinite dimensional null space. By Lemma 2.2, tt(A) has the

d.s.p. while Example 1.2 shows that its C*-subalgebra generated by LC(H^) and p

does not have the d.s.p., a contradiction.

Corollary. 2.5. Let A be a unital A F algebra with the d.s.p. Every primitive ideal

of A is contained in exactly one maximal two-sided ideal M. If a maximal two-sided

ideal M contains properly a primitive ideal of A then dim A/M — 1.

3. The characterization theorem. Throughout this section A will denote an AF

algebra. If it is unital then e will always denote its unit. If A has the d.s.p. then it

follows from Proposition 2.3 and [3, 4.3.7] that Prim A and A are homeomorphic.

We shall freely use for one of these spaces a result established for the other. Their

topology is described in the coming sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. If A has the d.s.p. and Hausdorff spectrum then every m G A with

dim 77„ > 1 is isolated in A.

Proof. Assume tht it G A, dim 77^ > 1 but it is not isolated in A. Since A is

second countable by [3, 3.3.4], there is a sequence {tt„)^=x of distinct elements of A

which converges to it. The set {tt„}™=x U {tt} is closed in A which is Hausdorff.

Lemma 2.2 allows us to pass to a quotient so we shall suppose that A — {w}^=1 U

{it]. Remark that by [3,4.7.15] and Proposition 2.3, A is liminal. Choose matrix

units (e,j}2 =1 in tt(A). A result of Fell [4,Theorem 3.1] provides us with elements

{xi. j}\ ,_, in A such that w(x¡¡) = e¡ for 1 =£ i,j < 2 and {tt„(xij)}2j=x are matrix

units in Ti„(A) for n > N. Without loss of generality we shall suppose that N = 1.

Now, for/ G C(A) and x G A let/ • x denote the element y G A given by [3,10.5.6]:

p(y) =/(p)p(x) for each p G A. Consider the *-subalgebra of A consisting of all

the elements of the form 2lj=xfu ■ xuj where {fij)lj=x G C(Â), fX2(ir) = f2X(Tr) =

T^C77) = 0- ll is plainly *-isomorphic to the algebra of Example 1.1, a contradiction.

Lemma 3.2. Let M be a maximal two-sided ideal of the unital algebra A with the

d.s.p. The set of all primitive ideals of A which are contained in M is countable and

closed in Prim(>l).

Proof. We may suppose that M contains properly at least one primitive ideal; let

{Pa: o £ "!)} be the collection of all the primitive ideals properly included in M. By
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Corollary 2.5, it is enough to show that M is the unique maximal ideal containing

Lemma 2.2 allows us to work with A/ Dae^ Pa instead of A so we shall suppose

a€<tl

and prove that M is the only maximal two-sided ideal of A.

Choose an open dense subset Uof Prim(M) = Prim(^) \ {M} which is Hausdorff

in its relative topology (cf. [3,4.4.5]). It follows from the assumptions made on M

that i/is open and dense in Prim(v4) as well. By (1), the set {Pa: Pa G U] is dense in

Prim(/1). Let us denote by tra, the unique irreducible representation of A whose

kernel is Pa. According to Proposition 2.4, ira(M) = LC(H^). The representation tt

of A defined by

"■(*)=    2    0W„(*),        xGA,
Pa<EU

is a ""-isomorphism. Now U is the primitive ideal space of some ideal of A contained

in M. We conclude from Lemma 3.1 that each Pa which belongs to U is isolated in

U and {7^: Pa G U) is countable since A is separable. It is easily seen then that

tt(M) contains the restricted direct sum 2P eu © LC(Hn). We claim that tt(M) =

2/. sf/© LC(H7t ). Otherwise M must contain a nonzero projection p such that

TTa(p) is finite dimensional for every a G ty and Tra(p) ¥^Q for infinitely many a's

with Pa G U. But then one can exhibit in tt(M) a C*-subalgebra *-isomorphic to

that of Example 1.1. Since -n(A) is obtained from tt(M) = lPafElj® LC(Hn) by

adjoining to it the identity operator and the algebra thus obtained has only one

maximal two-sided ideal and its primitive ideal space is countable, the proof is

complete.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose the unital algebra A has the d.s.p. and let tt G A with

dim 77w > 1. Then tt is isolated in A.

Proof. Let E be the set of all p G A such that p'l(0) is contained in the same

maximal two-sided ideal as 77"'(0). Remark that if tt~1(0) is a maximal ideal then by

Proposition 2.4, E = {tt}. We infer from Lemma 3.2 that E is closed. Assume that tt

is not isolated in A. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.2 tht tt G A \E. Choose a

decreasing basis of neighbourhoods {Un}™=] for tt. The set Ux (1 (A\E) is open,

nonvoid and by [3, 3.9.4] it contains a separated point 77, of A. From Proposition 2.4

we deduce that {w,} may contain at most one point different from 77, and in any

case tt G {w,}. Thus m and ttx may be separated. Since {77,} is open in {77,} there is

no loss of generality in supposing that 77, has an open neighbourhood Vt such that

Vx n U2 = 0, Vx n {77,} - {77,}. Now U2 n (Â\E) =¡= 0, open and contains a

separated point 772 of A. We have 77 G {772} so we may suppose that 772 has an open

neighbourhood V2 such that V2 C U2, V2 D U3 = 0 and V2 D {tt2} — {tt2}. Thus, an

induction argument will yield a sequence {77„}^=1 in A such that 77 is a limit of it and

each {77m} is open in the closure of {wn}"=,.
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For convenience we shall suppose from now on that Â = {w„}™=1. Let p be a

projection in A satisfying tt(p) ^ 0 ¥= ir(e — p). We infer from [3,3.3.2] that Trn(p)

t^ 0 =7*= TTn(e — p) for n > N and we may take N — I. For each n choose operators rn,

sn and un on 77,^ such that rn and sn are one dimensional projections, rn < Trn(p),

s„ < TTn(e — p) and unu* = rn, u*un = sn. The open set {77„}^=1 is the spectrum of

some closed two-sided ideal 7 of A and since 7 is discrete there are r, s,u G I such

that

"■„('■) = «v». *■„(•*) = -%,•*„> ">,(") = -&«»> »=1,2,....

Then 77n[/?-(r + s + M + «*)] is a projection for each « and since {77„}^°=1 is

dense in A we infer that p — (r + s + u + u*)'v&& projection in A. Now it is readily

seen that an belongs to the spectrum of irn{p[p — (r + s + u + u*)]p). Thus the

spectrum of p[p — (r + s + u + u*)]p is infinite, a fact which is incompatible with

the d.s.p.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose A is unital with the d.s.p. Then each tt G A with dim Hv < oo

is separated from every point of A \{p G A: p~'(0) C 77"'(0)}.

Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from Lemma 3.3 if dim 77„ > 1 so we

may suppose dim 77„ = 1. Let tt' G A \ {p G A: p"'(0) C 77"'(0)} and assume that 77

and 77' are not separated. Again, this cannot happen if dim 77„, > 1 so we have

dim 77,,, = 1. Since {pG^l: dim 77p = 1} is Hausdorff in its relative topology

[3,3.6.4], there are open neighbourhoods V, V of 77,77' respectively, such that

(1) VnV'n{pGÂ:dimHl,= l} = 0.

Choose neighbourhood bases {t/„}"=1, {££}"=1 for 77, 77' respectively. There is no

loss of generality in supposing U„+x G UnG V,U'n+x G U'„ G V for every n and

(2) c/,ci\{pGi:p-,(0)C77'-1(0)},

(3) U'xGÂ\{pGÂ:p-\0) Ct7-'(0)}.

Our pair {77,77'} is not separated so we may choose t, E {/, n U[; by (2) and (3)

we have 77 £ {77,}, 77' £ {77,}. Suppose we have already chosen mutually distinct

representations, 77, G Un D U'n, Ki^k, with I = nx < n2< ■ ■ ■ < nk. Since

{77,77'} n {tt¡} = 0 for 1 < i < k, there is nk+x > nk such that (U„k+i U c/„'i+|) n

(77,, tt2,... ,TTk] = 0. There is a representation Trk+X G Unt+¡ n U' . Thus we may

construct inductively a sequence {Trk}f=x which converges to 77 and 77'. Lemma 3.3

and (1) imply that each {77^} is open inyl.

The two-sided ideals of A are generated by projections [1,3.3], 77"'(0) ¥= tt'~\0)

and 77'~'(0) is maximal; hence there is a projection p G A with 77(77) ¥= 0, tt'( p) = 0.

Then ir'(e - p) ¥= 0. By [3,3.3.2] there is N such that irk(p) ^ 0 ^ irk(e - p) for

k > N. From here on one may argue as in the last part of the proof of Lemma 3.3 in

order to arrive at a contradiction.

Lemma 3.5. With the same assumptions on A as above {tt G A: dim 77„ < 00} ¡jú

nonvoid compact Hausdorff space in the relative topology.

Proof. The set {tt G A: dim77„<oo} is closed in A by Lemma 3.3 and

nonempty by Proposition 2.4. Lemma 3.4 implies that it is Hausdorff.
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Lemma 3.6. Let A be unital and have the d.s.p. Define a map cp from A to

E = {p G A: dim Hp < 00} as follows: for each tt G A we let cç(tt) be the unique

irreducible representation of A whose kernel is a maximal two-sided ideal containing

77"'(0). Then tp is a continuous retraction.

Proof. Clearly, if 77 G E, then 93(77) = 77. Let now F be a closed subset of E. We

want to show that each 77 £ <p~'(F) has a neighbourhood contained in Â \<jp~'(F).

By Lemma 3.3 this is clear if dim 7Y„ > 1.

So suppose now that 77 £ <p~'(F) and dim 77„ = 1. For each p G F Lemma 3.4

yields disjoint open neighbourhoods U, Vp of 77, p respectively. By using the

compactness of F we get open sets U ,U ,...,Up and V ,V ,...,V such that

TTGU=nnk^xUpk, FGU¡=xVpk=v\nd UPt ri Vpt = 0, Kk<n. Clearly,

<jp(p) G {p} for each p G A. Thus the open set V contains cp'^F) and U is a

neighbourhood of 77 disjoint from <p~l(F).

Theorem 3.7. Let A be a unital AF algebra. Then A has the d.s.p. if and only if the

following conditions are fulfilled:

(i) every tt G A is either finite dimensional or tt(A) is LC(H^);

(ii) each tt G A with dim 77„ > 1 is isolated in A ;

(iii) E = {tt G A: dim 77„ < 00} is Hausdorff in the relative topology and if for each

tt G A one denotes by 9(77) that element of A whose kernel is the unique maximal

two-sided ideal of A which contains 77~'(0) then <p is a continuous map of A onto E.

Proof. That a unital AF algebra with the d.s.p. satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) has

already been proved in Proposition 2.4 and Lemmas 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6. So we shall

suppose that A satisfies the above conditions and prove that it has the d.s.p. The unit

of A will be denoted by e.

First we prove that each 77 G F is separated from every point A \qp"'(77). Indeed,

let tt' G A \ro~'(77). If 77„, is infinite dimensional then A \{tt'} and {77'} are disjoint

open sets containing 77,77' respectively. Now, if 77' G F, there are relatively open sets

V, V in E with V n V = 0, tt G Fand 77' G V. But then <p'\V), <p_,(K') are open

in.4, disjoint and 77 G <p~'(K), 77' G y~\V).

Let/7 G A be a projection. We claim that 77(77) = 77(e) or 77(77) = 0 for all 77 G A

except possibly finitely many representations {t7,}"=] U [nJ)jLx G A \E for which

77,(77) ̂  TTj(e) but it has finite codimension, 77/(77) ¥= 0 but is finite dimensional and

finitely many representations {pk}rk=x with 1 < dim 77p < 00 for which one may

have 0 ¥= pk(p) ¥= pk(e). Indeed, the function 77 -» ||?r(/7)|| is continuous on the

closed set E' = {tt G A: dim 77„ = 1}; hence, there are disjoint closed sets E0, F,

such that F0 = {77 G F': 77(77) = 0), F, = {77 G F': 77(77) = 77(e)} and F0 U F, =

F'. By (i) and (ii), for each o G Â, the set [A \<p~l(o)] U {a} is closed; it is the

spectrum of some quotient of A. It follows from what has been established at the

beginning of the proof and [3,3.9.4] that each a G F0 (a G F,) has a relatively open

neighbourhood Va in [A \tp"'(a)] U {a} such that 77(77) = 0 (77(77) = 77(e)) for every

77 G Va. F0 and F, are compact so there are {a,}/=, in F0 and [al)'t=s+x in F, such

that F0 C \Jsl=xVa, Ex C W,=s+iVai. It remains to see what is 77(77) for 77 G

Â \ UÍ=,Fa/. Now,'the set U, = Va¡ UVV/) is open by (ii). Put U = U'I=XU,. Then
A \ U is closed and consists only of isolated points. It is therefore finite and its
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elements are the exceptional representations pk mentioned above. If 77 G <p~l(a¡),

1 *£/<s, then 77(77) is a finite dimensional projection. Applying [3,3.3.7] to a

suitable quotient of A we find that 77(77) ̂ 0 only for finitely many 77 G tp~\a,).

Thus the set of those 77 G UJ=, <p_1(a,) for which 77(77) ¥= 0 is finite.

Similarly, one finds that the set of the representations 77 G \J\=.S+Xtf\al) for

which 77(77) ¥= 77(e) is finite. Since o,(p) = a,(e) in this case, 77(77) must have finite

codimension. We have A \ U'l=xVa = (A \ U) U (U'¡=xq>~\o¡)) so the claim has

been proved.

Now let 77 be a finite dimensional *-subalgebra of A containing e. We shall prove

that 77 is contained in a finite dimensional *-subalgebra of A which is *-isomorphic

to the direct sum of finite dimensional *-subalgebras [C¡}^LX, {2X}7_, and a com-

mutative *-subalgebra generated by mutually orthogonal projections {pk}rk=x that

satisfy:

(1) there are distinct {77,}%, C Â \E such that t7,(C,) C FC( 77„) and w(C¡) = {0}

for 77 G A, tt ¥= 77,.;

(2) there are distinct fjfy}"=i with 1 < dim 77p < 00 such that tt(Dj) = {0} if

77 G A, tt ¥= p ;

(3) pkCi = {0}, pkDj = {0} for every /', j, k; ir(pk) = 77(e) for some k whenever

77Gi\({,7,}r=1u{p7};=,).

Indeed, let {qk]rk=x be a maximal family of mutually orhtogonal projections in B.

Then ¿Zk=xqk — e. There are only finitely many 77 G A \E such that for some k,

1 «s k < r, Tr(qk) is a nonzero finite dimensional projection. Denote them {nr¡}"=x, all

of them distinct. There are only finitely many tt G A with 1 < dim 77„ < 00 such

that for some k, 1 < k < r, Tr(qk) is a nontrivial projection. Let {p,}"=i be these

exceptional finite dimensional irreducible projections.

By (ii), the finite dimensionality of py and [3,4.1.11,3.2.3] A decomposes as the

direct sum of two ideals ij and If such that p,(//) = Pj(A) and 77(7^') = {0} if

77 =£ p,. Clearly, 1) is finite dimensional. Choose a *-subalgebra Dj of Ij such that

Pj(Dj) = Pj(B). Each 77,(77) is the direct sum of a finite dimensional *-algebra

M, C LC(H7r ) and the one-dimensional C*-algebra generated by 77,(77^) for some k,

TT:(pk) being a projection of finite codimension. The set {77,} is open and closed in

the spectrum of the kernel of 9(77.) so there is a *-subalgebra C, of A such that

77,(C,) = M, and 77(C,) = {0} for 77 G Â, tt ¥= v¡. Let now 77^ G A be the projection

that satisfies

■"(Pk)

Tr(qk),   feijiC.uiP,);,),

Tt(qk),     TTG{TTl}';,= ],TT(e-qk)GLC(Hj,

0, otherwise.

It is straightforward to check that the C*-subalgebra generated by {CJ7L.,, {7>y}"=1

and {pk}rk=x is finite dimensional, contains B and meets all other requirements.

Suppose now that 77 is a finite dimensional *-subalgebra of A and 77 G A a

projection. We claim that the C*-subalgebra generated by 77 and 77 is finite

dimensional. We may suppose e G B. Let {C,, tt,}?!,, {Dj% Pj}"=x and {pk)rk=x be the

objects described above for 77. To simplify the notation we shall suppose that 77 is
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the C*-subalgebra generated by {CJfi,, {£>,■}"= i and {pk)k=x. Fix/'; there is one and

only one k such that TT¡(pk) has finite codimension 77„. Call it kt. The C*-subalgebra

of tt¡(A) generated by 77,(77) and 77,(77) is the direct sum of a finite dimensional

*-algebra N¡ G LC(HV) and the one-dimensional algebra generated by a projection

x, of finite codimension in 77^. This x, is the greatest lower bound of ■nj(pkJ) and

77,(77) when the latter has finite codimension or the greatest lower bound of Til(pk )

and 77,(e — 77) when 77,(77) is finite dimensional. Let C/ be that C*-subalgebra of A

which satisfies tt¡(C¡) - TV,, 77(C,') = (0) for 77 G À, tt t¿ v¡. Given y, 1 <j *£ n, let

DJ be the C*-subalgebra of A for which ir( DJ) = 0 if 77 G A, tt i= py and py( DJ) is the

*-subalgebra of Pj(A) generated by py(77) and p/p). We denote by 77^ the projection

of A defined by

HPk)

Consider the projection 77' G A given by

77(77') =

77(77*), ttGA\{ttí}"=x,

x,, 77 = 77, and k = k¡,

"i(Pk) = 0'    77 = 77, and k ¥= k¡.

77(7»), ff6i\({c,uw;=l),

x,, 77 = 77,, 77, ( 77 ) has infinite codimension,

0, otherwise.

Then {p'k}rk=x and77' are commuting projections and each of them is orthogonal to

{C/JJL, and {DJ}f=x. Clearly the C*-subalgebra of A generated by {C/}7=„ {DJ}m=x,

{p'k}rk=, and77' is finite dimensional and contains B and 77.

Now let 77,, 772 be two finite dimensional *-subalgebras of A. There are finitely

many projections in 772 such that every element of 772 is a linear combination of

them. An induction argument based upon the previous claim will show that the

C*-algebra generated by 77, and 772 is finite dimensional. This concludes the proof of

the theorem.

The continuity of the map <p is crucial for the sufficiency part of the above

theorem. Indeed, it may happen that a unital A F algebra satisfies (i), (ii) and

{tt G A: dim 77„ < 00} is Hausdorff but A does not have the d.s.p. This is shown by

the following example.

Example 3.8. Let 77 be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space whose

identity operator is denoted by e. Fix a projection 77 with one-dimensional range in

77. Consider the C*-algebra of all sequences x = {Xne + x„}^=1 where {Xn}™=] is a

convergent sequence of complex numbers and {xn]™=x is a sequence from LC(H)

which converges to some scalar multiple of 77, say <xp. The norm is, of course,

llxll = sup„ ||X„e + x„||. Then A is a unital AF algebra and Â = {t7„}^=1 U {pX=1

U {77, p} where

■*n(X) =^ne + X„, p„(x)=À„,

77(x) = a + lim Xn,       p(x) =  lim À„.
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The topology of A is as follows: {77,,} and {77,,} = {77,,, pn) are open sets for each n. A

neighbourhood basis for 77 is the family of all the sets {77} U {tt„}™=n, N = 1,2,...,

while a neighbourhood basis for p consists of the collection {p} U {77„}^=A, U

{p„}%N, N — 1,2,_Clearly A satisfies (i), (ii) of Theorem 3.7 and the subset of all

the finite dimensional irreducible representations is Hausdorff in the relative topol-

ogy induced by A. However, A does not have the d.s.p. since it contains a

C*-subalgebra *-isomorphic to that of Example 2.1 (alternatively, the map <p is not

continuous).

4. Representation and classification. We describe below a way to construct unital

AF algebras with d.s.p. Then we shall show that every unital AF algebra with the

d.s.p. can be represented in this manner. Part of the coming discussion is valid in a

more general framework but we preferred to keep the setting as close to our needs as

practicable.

Let 7 be a compact topological space. From now on we shall make the following

blanket assumption on 7.

Assumption 4.1. There is a nonvoid closed subset 7' C 7 which is Hausdorff in

the relative topology and a continuous retraction tp of 7 onto 7' such that whenever

cp(t) ¥= t, {/} is an open set and {/} = {t, <p(t)}.

Let now t£ = {A(t): t G 7} be a family of C*-algebras which satisfies

Assumption 4.2. For each / G 7', A(t) is a finite dimensional factor; the point

/ G 7' is isolated in 7 if the dimension of A(t) is greater than one. For t G T\T',

A(t) = LC(Ht) where 77, is some separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space.

The unit of each A(t) is denoted by er If A(t) is one-dimensional (e.g. when

t G T and cfx(t) ^ {t}) we shall identify it with the complex field.

Consider now all the mappings a: T -» U{^4(í):íG7} which have the following

properties:

(1) a(t) G A(t) for every t G 7;

(2) if t' G T',t G <p~](t') \ {/'} then a(t) — a(t')e, is a compact operator; for every

e>0theset {t G qf\t')\{t'}: \\a(t) - a(t')e,\\ > e] is finite;

(3) for each t' G T with dim A(t') = 1 and each e > 0 there is a relatively open

neighbourhood U(t', e) of /' in T\{s: <p(s) — t', s ¥= t'] such that Ila(0 — a(t')et\\

<eíí t G U(t',e).

The set of all such mappings will be denoted A. Remark that there is e G A such

that e(t) = e, for every t G T.

The proofs of the following four statements are routine so will be omitted.

Lemma 4.3. For each a G A the function t — a(t) is bounded on 7.

Proposition 4.4. With the operations defined pointwisely and the norm given by

IIa|| = sup{||a(/)||: / G 7}, A is a C*-algebra whose unit is e.

Lemma 4.5. If f: 7^ C is continuous, a G A and b(t) = f(t)a(t), t G 7, then

bGA.

If a, b and / are as above we shall use the notation / ■ a for b.
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Lemma 4.6. Let t0 G T and a0 G A(t0). There is a G A such that a(t0) = a0.

A will be called the C*-algebra associated with the pair (7, £E).

Lemma 4.7. Suppose I is a closed two-sided ideal of A and for t G 7 denote

7(i) = {a(t): a G I). For a fixed t' G T denote E = {t G T: q>(t) = t', t ¥= t',

I(t) ¥= {0}}. Assume that the mapping a: 7 -> U {A(t): t G 7} satisfies

(1) a(s) = 0 for s G T\E;

(2) a(t) G LC(Ht) ift G E and {t G E: \\ a(t)\\ > e} is finite for each e > 0.

Then a G I.

Proof. It is easily seen that for t G E and x G LC(Ht) there is b G I such that

Now let a be as above. Clearly a G A. Fix e > 0 and suppose that {/,, t2,.. .,tn) —

{t G E: \\a(t)\\ > e}. By the above remark, there are {0/}"=i G I such that

Utj),      S = tj,

"¿s)-\o,       , + tj,

j= 1,2,...,«. Then lia - 2?=, a,-II < e and 2]=,a¡ G I.

Proposition 4.8. Let I be a closed two-sided ideal of A and I(t) = {a(t): a G I],

t G 7. Then I = {a G A: a(t) G 7(0, t G 7}.

Proof. The proof follows that of [3,10.4.2]. We have to show only I G {a G A:

a(t) G 7(0, t G 7} so let a G A satisfy a(t) G 7(0 for each t G 7 and e > 0. For

each / G 7 there is a, G 7 with a(t) = a,(t). There are {/,}"=, C 7' and relatively

open neighbourhoods U¡ of t¡ in 7\ {t: <p(0 = t¡, t ¥= /,} such that U"=1(£/, n 7') =

T and ||a(0 - a,,(t)\\ < e if t G U,. Let {/}"=, be a partition of the unity on T,

subordinated to the cover {U¡ n T'}"=x and denote g,=/°<p, 1 < i < n. The

mapping b = 2"=,g, • ar = 2"=,(g, ■ e)at is clearly in 7. By the previous lemma

there is b' G I such that

7/(0 =
0,       <p(»*'/.
0,       í = i„

(a - b)(t) -(a- b)(t,)et, <p(t) = t„ t ¥= t„ 1 < i < n.

Then b + b' G I and it is easily checked that II a — (b + b')\\ < e. Hence a G I.

For every i G 7 let f = {a G A: a(t) = 0}. It is obvious that 7, is a closed

two-sided ideal in A.

Proposition 4.9. The map t -> I, is a one-to-one correspondence from 7 onto

?nm(A).

Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of [3,10.4.3]. The modifications

which should be made are obvious so we omit the details.

Remark that I,(s) = LC(HS) if <p(s) = t,s¥= t. Also, if t G T\ T then 79(/) = {0}

while Is = LC(HS) whenever s G T\T' and <p(s) = <p(t).
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From Proposition 4.9 we deduce immediately

Proposition 4.10. A is postliminal. For a fixed t G T, a -» a(t) is an irreducible

representation of A and every irreducible representation of A is of this form.

From Assumption 4.1 one can easily infer

Lemma 4.11. Let S G T. Then

S = (Sn T') U {(p(j):s6S} U (S\T').

By using this lemma, one can prove, as in [3,10.4.4],

Proposition 4.12. The map t -» 7, is a homeomorphism of T onto Prim(^).

Lemma 4.13. If 7 has a countable basis then A is separable.

Proof. We claim that given a G A and e > 0 there is / G C(7) such that

\\a(t) — f(t)et\\ < e for all / G 7 except, possibly, finitely many isolated points.

Since C(7), which can be identified with C(7'), is separable by the assumption of

the lemma and each ,4(0 is separable, the conclusion is evident once we prove the

claim.

For each t' GT with dim A(t') = 1 let U(t') be a relatively open neighbourhood

of í'in7\{í: <p(s) = t',s=£t'} suchthat ||a(0 - a(t')e,\\ < e for t G U(t'). Then

{1/(0 n T':t' G 7',dim74(>') = 1} U {{t'}:f G T, dim A(t') > 1}

is an open cover of 7'. Let {£/(/,') n T']"i=x U {tJ}J'=n+x be a subcover of it. Here, of

course, dim A(t¡) = 1 for 1 < i < », 1 < dim A(tJ) < oo for n + 1 <j < m. Choose

a partition of unity {fk}™= x on 7' subordinated to this subcover and put gk= fk° <p.

Recall that ||a(s) — a(r,')ej| < e for all s G <p~\t¡) except finitely many at most. It

is then easily seen that one has

«(0- 2 a(tMt)
1=1

<£

for all t G T except possibly, finitely many isolated points.

Theorem 4.14. Suppose 7 and â satisfy Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2. If 7 has a

countable basis of compact open sets then the algebra A described above is a unital A F

algebra with the d.s.p.

Proof. A is separable and postliminal by Lemma 4.13 and Proposition 4.10. It

follows from Proposition 4.12 and [2] that A is an A F algebra. It has the d.s.p by

Theorem 3.7.

Theorem 4.15. Let A be a unital AF algebra with the d.s.p. Then A and

& = (77(,4): 77 G À] satisfy Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. For aGA the

mapping â defined by â(ir) = 77(a), tt G A, belongs to the C*-algebra 77 associated

with the pair (A, 6B) and a -» â is a *-isomorphism of A onto 77.

Proof. Clearly Theorem 3.7 insures that the needed assumptions are fulfilled. Let

a G A. Obviously â satisfies condition (1) imposed on the elements of 77. It satisfies
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also the condition (2) by the proof of Lemma 3.2. Suppose now that tt' G Â,

dim 77„, = 1. Let <p be the map given by Theorem 3.7. The set

,4\{77G,4:<p(77)=77',777,t77'}

is closed in Â. Thus it is the spectrum of a quotient of A. By [3,3.9.4] and Lemma

3.4, given e > 0, there is a relative neighbourhood U oí tt' in this set such that

||â(77) - â(77')77(e)|| = lk[a - 77'(a)e]|| <e for 77 G U. Thus â G 77.

Obviously a -» â is a *-isomorphism of A onto some C*-subalgebra of 77. Let/,,/2

be two pure states of 77, /, ¥=f2. By Proposition 4.10 there are ttx, tt2 G A and unit

vectors £, G 77„, ¿2 G 77,, such that

fj(b) = (b(wj)tj, £y>,       b G BJ =1,2.

Moreover, if 77, = 772 then £,,£2 span different one-dimensional subspaces. By

Kadison's transitivity theorem [3,2.8.3] there is an a G A such that

<*,(«)*„ 0*\*r2(fl)i2,|2>.

Thus the image of A by the above *-isomorphism separates the pure states of 77.

The conclusion follows now from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem for postliminal

algebras [3,11.1.8].

Corollary 4.16. Let Ax and A2 be two unital A F algebras with the d.s.p. Then Ax

and A2 are *-isomorphic if and only if there is a homeomorphism \p of Ax onto A2 such

that tt and ^(tt) have the same dimension for each tt G Ax.
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